We apologise for this omission.
The CV is the standard way of reporting variability because it allows comparison of variability between samples with different means for example, hypertensive and nonhypertensive patients.
It is not clear how Dr O'Connor prefers the trial data to be explained. We could present the actual BP measurements for individual participants, but BP could be made to appear more or less variable simply by selecting participants with labile or relatively stable BP. The use of a summary statistic for the entire dataset is inevitable if such bias is to be avoided. We felt some interpretation of the CV would be helpful, and this can be applied to real patients as well as hypothetical ones.
Our results are in line with other studies as referenced in our paper. 3 We can provide further reassurance from our unpublished analyses of other datasets, that have yielded CV estimates between 7.4% (for a well-known trial with several thousand uncomplicated participants) and 11.6% (for complex patients with imperfect real-life BP measurement). The variability of office BP quoted in this study is likely to be rather conservative, as many clinicians do not have time to measure BP in triplicate after 5-minutes at rest. 
Self-monitored blood pressure measurements
We appreciate Dr O'Connors interest in our study, but do not agree with his comments. 1 Studies should be sized for their purpose. In this case, 163 participants provided reasonably narrow confidence intervals around the coefficients of variation (CV) estimate, for example; for systolic office blood pressure (BP) 8.6% (95% CI = 7.6 to 9.6%). We feel this interval excludes any meaningfully different clinical interpretation.
Regarding participant selection, few studies select people randomly from the population. Studies of BP almost always select people whose BP is considered clinically relevant -typically, with established hypertension, cardiovascular disease, or risk factors, as in this study. In clinical practice, most patients for whom accurate BP measurement is thought desirable will fall into one of these categories.
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Junior response to the global health editorial
As trainees and new GPs, we warmly welcome BJGP's new International Advisory Board and plans to increase its emphasis on the international perspective of primary care. 1 We also read with interest the editorial highlighting the role that primary health care can play in the field of global health.
2 This comes at a moment when the need for undergraduate and postgraduate education in global health is increasingly recognised, such as by the recent Lancet Commission on the education of health professionals for the 21st century 3 and BMJ's editorial on training programmes in global health. 4 The extent of the political capital given to this issue was highlighted at the House of Lords on 20 December 2010, 5 when a debate led by Lord Crisp challenged the government on how they will ensure that the subject of global health is included in the education of all health professionals.
Benefits of gaining an international perspective on health care are manifold; offering personal and professional learning opportunities for those involved. There are also benefits to be gained by the NHS as a whole, as emphasised in the Department 
